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Abstract
We show that there exists a bitsequence that is not computably random for which the
odd bits are computably random and the even bits are computably random relative to
the odd bits.
Imagine two referees need to decide whether a bitsequence is random. The first referee
inspects the odd bits. The second referee inspects the even bits conditional to the odd ones.
Both referees claim that their bits are random. Is it still possible that the full sequence is
non-random? We investigate this question for computable randomness.
A martingale f is a function mapping strings to non-negative reals such that f(x) =
(f(x0) + f(x1))/2 for all x. Let α and β be sequences. α is computably random or CR
(respectively, CR relative to β) if for every computable martingale f (respectively, computable
relative to β), the set of values of f on all initial segments of α is bounded.
Observe that the odd bits of a CR sequence define a sequence that is also CR. Suppose
that the odd bits are CR and the even bits are CR relative to the odd ones, is the sequence
CR? This question has been asked repeatedly [2, 7, 8], and we give a negative answer.
Theorem 1. There exists a non-CR sequence for which the odd bits are CR and the even
bits are CR relative to the odd bits.
This is remarkable for three reasons. First, the result is positive for the closely related
notion of Schnorr randomness1 [4, 7]. (See the footnotes for details.) Secondly, with a slightly
stronger assumption the answer is positive: If α is CR relative to β and β is CR relative to
α, then α1β1α2β2 . . . is CR.
2 Thirdly, it has been repeatedly claimed that a positive answer
follows by the same argument as for Martin-Lo¨f randomness. In [7, Remark 3.2] it is explained
why this is not true, and Theorem 1 was conjectured.3
Van Lambalgen’s requirement for randomness is that α1β1α2β2 . . . is random if and only
if, α is random and β is random relative to α. Both for computable and Schnorr randomness
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1 A sequence α is Schnorr random if there exists a computable non-decreasing unbounded function h and
a computable martingale d such that d(α1 . . . αn) ≥ h(n) for infinitely many n
2 Indeed, any martingale is the product of a martingale that only bets on odd bits and one that bets on
even bits. This decomposition can happen in a computable way. The proof finishes by a simple transformation
of these martingales to conditional martingales. The converse of the statement is also true for uniformly
conditional randomness, see further.
3 Remark 3.2 considers Schnorr randomness, but is also valid for computable randomness. The conjecture
is located in the paragraph below Theorem 1.3.
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the forward implication is known to fail [10]. However, for both notions of randomness, this
direction holds when the uniform4 variant of relative randomness is used [7]. Together, this
implies that the uniform van Lambalgen’s criterion holds for Schnorr randomness and fails for
computable randomness. This suggests that Schnorr randomness is more fundamental, and
this was also observed in applications in computable analysis and reverse mathematics [9].
Proof
We use a technique that was historically introduced to prove the Ga´cs–Kucˇera theorem [5, 6].
It allows to construct a sequence that encodes another sequence, and for which some martin-
gales remain bounded, see [3, Lemma 8.3.1 p325]. This technique uses the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For each martingale d, each string x and each natural number s, there exist at
least two strings y of length s+ 2 such that d(xy)/d(x) < 1 + 2−s.
Proof. For all 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, at most a fraction 1/(1 + ε) of strings y of a given length satisfy
d(xy)/d(x) ≥ 1 + ε. Hence, more than a fraction 1 − 1/(1 + ε) > ε/2 does not satisfy this
property. The amount of such strings of length s + 2 is at least 2s+2ε/2 which equals 2 for
ε = 2−s.
Proof of Theorem 1. The definition of CR-randomness does not change if we use only rational
martingales [3, Prop. 7.1.2 p270]. We choose α to be any computably random sequence. Let
d1, d2, . . . be an enumeration of all rational partial martingales that are partial computable
with oracle α. Let εs = 2
−s. β is constructed in stages, together with a total martingale d.
Initially, β is the empty string and d = 1. At each stage s ≥ 1 we update β and d:
• If ds is total and d(β) is positive, we replace d by d+
εs
ds(β)
ds. Otherwise, d is unchanged.
• To β we append either the lexicographically first or second string y of length s+2 such
that
d(βy)
d(β)
< 1 + εs (1)
(by Lemma 2 there exist at least two such strings). The choice depends on whether
ds+1 is total.
• To β we again append either the lexicographically first or second string y of length s+2
such that the equation above holds. The choice now depends on the value of αt for some
fresh value t. More precisely, let t be the minimal value that exceeds |βy|, the previous
value of t (for stages s ≥ 2), and all computation times and uses of the oracle α in the
evaluations of d(z) for all strings z of length at most |βy|.
End of construction.
We show that β is computably random relative to α. The value d(β) after each stage s is
at most (1 + ε1 + · · · + εs) exp(2ε1 + · · · + 2εs), and this has the finite limit 2 exp 2. Indeed,
4 A function f is uniformly computable relative to α if there exists an oracle Turing machine U such that
Uα = f and Uβ(x) is defined for all β and x. A sequence is uniformly random relative to α if no martingale
that is uniformly computable relative to α has unbounded values on it. We refer to [1] for more variants.
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in each stage, after a possible update of d, the value d(β) increases by εs, and after each
extension of β, the value increases by at most a factor 1 + εs ≤ exp εs.
Each test that is computable relative to α, appears in the sequence of tests. For each such
test we have ds ≤ O(d), because at stage s, this test will be used to increment d. Hence, ds is
bounded on infinitely many initial segments of β. By the savings technique5 this implies that
no computable martingale is unbounded on β, i.e., β is computably random relative to α.
It remains to show that the pair α1β1α2β2 . . . is not computably random. We con-
struct a martingale e that plays only on the bits αt that were used in the 3th step of each
stage in the construction, and on these bits the capital is doubled. In the evaluation of
e(a1b1 . . . an−1bn−1an), we pretend that a and b are initial segments of α and β, and try to
rerun the construction above. In this way, we hope to find the positions t corresponding to
the bits αt.
For this, we need to know the function d used in each stage. And for this, we need to
know which functions among d1, d2, . . . are total. The key observation is, that knowing a
prefix of β we can decide the totality of the functions d1, d2, . . . Indeed, knowing the updated
function d in a stage s, we can compute the lexicographically first and second string for which
(1) holds, then observe which one is equal to the corresponding segment of β, and from this
we know the totality of ds+1. This allows us to update d in the next stage, and we can
repeat this procedure. By choice of t, we are able to compute each index t using the prefix
α1β1 . . . αt−1βt−1, and from the 3th stage of the construction, we obtain αt.
Detailed construction of e. Let e(empty string) = 1. For n-bit a and b, the values of
e(a1b1 . . . an) and e(a1b1 . . . anbn) are equal and are defined by induction on n. Let a be of
length n and b of length n − 1. The value of e(a1b1 . . . an−1bn−1an) is defined in stages. We
start with s = 1 and d = 1.
At stage s we evaluate the current function d on all strings of length at most 2
∑s
i=1(i+2).
Let t be the minimal value that exceeds this length, the value of t in the previous stage
(if s ≥ 2) and all the computation times and oracle uses in these evaluations of d. Note that t
can be infinite if one of the guesses for the totality of d1, . . . , ds was wrong. We only need to
discriminate between the following cases:
• Case t < |a|. We check whether the appropriate segment of length s + 2 of b is indeed
the lexicographically first or second string y satisfying (1). (b is long enough because
|βy| < t ≤ |a| = |b|+ 1.) If this is not true, we set e(a1b1 . . . bn−1an) = e(a1b1 . . . bn−1),
(the value of e does not matter here); otherwise, we continue the simulation and proceed
to stage s+1 where the function d is updated according to the suggested totality of ds+1.
• Case t > |a|. We set e(a1b1 . . . bn−1an) = e(a1b1 . . . bn−1).
• Otherwise we have t = |a|. Let i be the bit that is encoded in the 3th step (which
equals αt for correct inputs). Let
e(a1b1 . . . bn−1an) =
{
2e(a1b1 . . . bn−1) if an = i
0 otherwise.
5 If a martingale f is unbounded on some sequence γ, then there exists a martingale that tends to infinity.
For example: f˜(x) =
∑
k
2−kf(xk), where xk is equal to x if no prefix y of x satisfies f(y) ≥ 2
2k, and equal to
the shortest such y otherwise.
3
e is computable, and on initial segments of α1β1α2β2 . . . , the martingale e is unbounded.
(α, β) is not CR and the theorem is proven.
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